**TYPICAL "INTO SIDING" DOWNSPOUT DISCONNECTION DETAIL**

**Scale:** Not To Scale

**DATE:**
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**DETAIL NO.**
B25c

---

**EXISTING DOWNSPOUT CONNECTION**

- **ROOF**
- **BUILDING WALL (NON MASONRY)**
- **RAIN GUTTER (ROOF DRAIN)**
- **DOWNSPOUT (LEADER)**
- **INTERNAL PLUMBING**
- **ELBOW**
- **SIDING EXTENDS BELOW ELBOW**
- **GROUND LINE**

**ELEVATION SIDE VIEW**

- **BUILDING WALL**
- **SIDING**
- **CUT DOWNSPOUT**
- **GROUT**
- **EXPANDABLE PLUG IN OLD ELBOW**
- **EXTEND DOWNSPOUT TO GRADE WITH NEW DOWNSPOUT PIPE AND ELBOW**
- **NEW SPLASH BLOCK**
- **24" MIN.**
- **FOUNDATION**
- **LEAVE EXISTING PIPE BELL IN PLACE, INSTALL EXPANDABLE PLUG AND FILL WITH NON SHRINK GROUT, OFFSET DOWNSPOUT FROM ELBOW WITH FITTINGS.**

**EXISTING DOWNSPOUT**

- **FLOW**
- **CLEANOUT**
- **BUILDING SEWER**

**ELEVATION FRONT VIEW**

- **DOWNSPOUT OFFSET**
- **12"**
- **GROUT**
- **EXPANDABLE PLUG**
- **NEW SPLASH BLOCK**